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Ask not what your country can do
L L foryou askwhat you can do for your
country former US president John
F Kennedy said during his inaugural presiden
tial address in 1961 Since then this phrase has
been a battle cry for leaders the world over as
they strive to motivate and inspire their fellow
citizens to fight for their country

But is patriotism a carefully inculcated value
or is it merely a function of immigration The
younger generation will answer this question
and determine what patriotism will mean in
the future As Malaysia celebrates its 54th an
niversary of liberty from colonial rule we must
recognise that many citizens today are post
independence babies with radically different
ideas about the meaning of Merdeka

This week Options features a cross section
of young Malaysians —medicalpractitioner
DrVeena Pillai smger songwriter Liyana Fizi
theatre personality Gavin Yap and freelance
cinematographer Lesly Leon Lee — tofind
out what they think being Malaysian is like
in this day and age While there is a great deal
to celebrate —Malaysian food came up alot
during the conversation — the group alsofeels
that some humility is definitely in order

I don t think we should celebrate devel

opment because as we show the world we re
developing we re actually regressing quite
quickly in terms of education and healthcare
with our mentality to try to make things look
like we re doing reallywell says Veena Gavin
agrees saying It s good to have confidence
and it s good to see where you re going but
it s not good to rub people s face in it And
Malaysians do that As soon as they get just
a little bit ahead they act like they re way
ahead I think that s very dangerous

Also a matter of concern for them is the

commoditisation of our multiculturalism and

if the notion of nationhood is something we
inherit or actively teach our children There s
a bigger issue in the 21st century Do we even
believe in notions such as nationality patriot
ism and what it means to be a Malaysian
Lesly asks Personally for me very seldom do
I feel oh I m a Malaysian I feel more like a
citizen of the world I m more of a globalised
person So I wonder is it important to make
sure that this still goes on or can we eliminate
all of this

Liyana feels that the creative industry
does have a role to play although she agrees
that national identity will take time and will
have to be a collective effort to actuallywork
But if you re in the creative line you can be
the neutral voice Whether you re in theatre
film or music you can use that art as a vehi
cle to bring people together because it s not
politically tainted either way If you re in any
kind of arts you can use it to promote unity

without being political If the movement is
big enough — if ourartmovement bringsthe
rakyat together to be happywith each other
to promote respect all these things — if it sat
a certain volume — maybe it wouldoverride
all the political madness

One thing that all four have in common
is that they intend to remain in Malaysia
and hope that more Malaysians do the same
Brain drain is not just jargon for them it is a
real life situation where friends and relatives

opt to leave bringing their valuable skill sets
elsewhere Veena Gavin Liyana and Lesly
believe enough in Malaysia to want to stay
and theywill always have hope for the place
they call home

We speak to them at length about their
hopes dreams and concerns for the nation

Anandhi iopinath and Elaine Lau What
do we have most to celebrate as Malay
sians

Liyana Fizi Food — Im hungry thatswhy
laughs That s somethingwe celebrate about
being Malaysian our food is just amazing

When my friends from overseas come to
Malaysia they all say the food here is so nice
I want to try this and that go on a food tour
kind of thing
Gavin Yap I think we should celebrate

just being here another year Malaysia is such
a young country the fact that another year
has passed and we re still here and we haven t
completely embarrassed ourselves is a good
thing If you look at Malaysia as a young coun
try the same way you would look at a young
person and all of the teething problems that
goes with being young in the grand scheme
of things we re probably about 12 So the fact
that we re still here and haven t got kicked
out of school yet is something to celebrate
And the food as well it s awesome

For me the thing I don t
like about the country
would be segregation
and how it s so accepted
in normal conversation
—Liyana
Veena Pillai I think the food is a good

symbol for us to celebrate how as corny as it
sounds we do have a lot of multiculturalism
We have a lot of issues and details that are

very politically convoluted but I think we all
know each other s food and religion whether
we choose to or not and this is so different
from other countries It s something that I
just want to put in the faces of my friends
from overseas when they come here because
I think it s so celebratory that we know each
other so well
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LeslyLeon Lee The notion of being Malay
sian isn t strongly ingrained in me I consider
myself a citizen of the world rather than of a
nation I feel the idea of exclusive groups like
religion and nation serves to break people up
rather than pull them together Having said
that the food of course And also the chance
to mingle with so many races and cultures
Also we have some awesome natural resources
— jungles islands the list goes on and onI

think most Malaysians are generally laidback
know how to have a good time and are not as
anally retentive as people from some other
countries I ve met We are generally a peace
loving people unless pushed to the edge I also
love the stage we are at now with a mix of
modern and traditional You can find quaint
stalls or hawker places and also some pretty
modern developments beside each other

What should we not celebrate as Malay
sians

Veena I don t think we should celebrate de

velopment As we show the world that we re
developing more we re actually regressing
quickly in terms of education and healthcare
with our mentality to try to make things look
like we re doing really well We re not get
ting enough aid from international sources
because everyone s like Oh Malaysia s pretty
much developed and here we are with kids
coming out of school not being able to read
people being sick for no reason and leprosy
in rural areas I think we shouldn t celebrate

our false claim to development
Lesly The first thing that comes to mind

would be the control and censorship the gov
ernment exercises while claiming to want
an innovative and creative nation I feel true

genuine creativity comes from utter chaos
The best political ideology for me would be
anarchy Sure there will be a fallout shit will
hit the fan before it settles down but in the
long run it s the only way When the dust

settles what would be left standing would be
a genuine monument to our human creativ
ity and self expression Speaking of the word
Merdeka it usually means independence as
in being independent from something I also
interpret is as being free to think and be as
we are born to be and fully express our inner
selves be it ugly beautiful corny oddball
anything at all The irony is now there is an
urgent need for the people to be independent
from the government How can I celebrate
Merdeka and fully embrace the idea of it
when the people ruling this nation in many
ways do not support the fundamental idea
ofwhat Merdeka stands for I envision that
our country will be truly Merdeka from all the
shackles of the government
Liyana For me the thing I don t like

about the country would be segregation and

how it s so accepted in normal conversation
For example a drummer of mine about 22
fresh out of university and teaching drums
told me Someone wants to learn your song a
Chinese girl I asked himwhat that meant He
said You knowyou re a Malay singer and she
wants to learn your song and she s Chinese
It s that kind of mindset that makes it okay
to segregate race It s so accepted they don t
see why you re saying that But the thing is
Chinese or Malay we still like music
Gavin Part of what annoys me about

Malaysia sometimes is that we are contradic
tory It goes back to the whole idea of being
a young country We re still finding our way
We have these contradictions like the thing
with the race — we all live together we reall
in harmony but that s not entirely true

It s interesting that there is still that dual
ity about the problem It s the same as what
Veena said about development I don t think
development is bad I just think develop
ment externally and internally is very bad

My concern for the
country is pretty much
the same concern I ve
had for years we need
to be a bit more humble
It s good to have
confidence and it s good
to see where you re
going but it s not good
to rub people s face in it
And Malaysia does that
Gavin

One thing I like about Europe is that they
have developed internally but externally
they have maintained their history That s
something we should try to do ourselves
Our idea of development is to tear down an
old building and build a new one whereas we
should maintain the old building and change
the inside of it

Veena Just to add to Liyana s point I
think we do get along and we are in harmony
but while we can all eat and drink together
somehowwe can go back to our families and
say Oh you know how these people are
Liyana It s not even within families but

in normal conversations with friends even in
offices in the newspapers in the media
Gavin I don t see so much of a problem

in those kinds of things as long as you know
where that is coming from If it s coming from
a negative or discriminatory place then of
course it s not good But I do think that there
should a comfort level in which we should be

able to acknowledge to each other that we
do fit into these cliches whether we care to
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admit it or not

Liyana But the thing is if you set a stere
otype so early for kids or teenagers to grow up
with you won t be able to tell the difference
because you think that s how it is

Gavin It s an ongoing problem that exists
everywhere — this isnot unique toMalaysia
People are going to have these kinds of things
and when they get older they re going to have
to decidewhat s right orwrong for themselves
I see where you re coming from and I agree
with you but I wish it was as easily solved

Veena I think you re right It s like we
don t even have that kind of political correct
ness where you think something but you don t
say it because saying it is not acceptable We
have not reached that stage like inAustralia
where you might think racially but you can t
say it We haven t reached that point You
look at our newspapers and it s like how can
they say that
Liyana The base of respect is not being

taught So it becomes a big issue and it s a
growing issue

What are your biggest concerns about the
country apart from the obvious
Gavin My concern for the country is pretty
much the same concern I ve had for years
— we need to be a bit more humble I veof

ten heard comparisons with the US and how
we ve got a better mentality because they re
so full of themselves But I see a lot of simi
larities between our country and theirs We
both believe we re the only country in the
world We still have a long way to go and I
think sometimes the waywe project ourselves
doesn t suggest that It suggests that other
people should be lucky to be our friend And
I think we ve got to be very careful with that
It s good to have confidence and it s good to
see where you re going but it s not good to
rub people s face in it And Malaysia does
that As soon as they get just a little bit ahead
they act like they re way ahead I think that s
very dangerous

Liyana I agree with you I went to Shang
hai last year for the World Expo and Malaysia
had a pavilion I looked at all the pavilions and
Malaysiawas therewith the Minangkabau roof
which is not ours you see We had a fewbunga
rayas but I looked at our pavilion and felt really
bad because each pavilion presented what their
country is known for Belgium was giving out
Belgian chocolates Italy had fashion Germany
had cars and NewZealand had haka dancers and
their pavilion was very nature like Malaysia s
pavilion had Fl Sepang condoms Malaysian
rubber and Osim chairs We could have brought
silat Melaka house or something like that
Gavin It s like a 16 year old who desper

atelywants to be accepted by the cool kids so
he brings all his collectibles

Liyana And it was the only pavilion with
a political agenda because the roof had the
one IMalaysia on it It was very upsetting
being there
Gavin I m glad you brought that up That s

also another thing that s very dangerous
—how political everything has become Its

become very politicised and when religion
gets brought into it it becomes very messy
It s the one thing you cannot argue with it s
so personal
Lesly My biggest concern would be the

cliquishness Most of my friends stick with
people of the same race religion and way
of thinking Because of that their way of
thinking becomes very similar in the group
Although you say Malaysia has mixed races
and cultures we don t really see that much
in real life

Do you feel multiculturalism is being
commoditised and over processed
Gavin Absolutely I was watching the travel
channel and they happened to have a few

CON riNUES NEXT PACF

FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

shows in a row that were focusing on Malay
sia In every one they were driving that point
home I could feel the sledgehammer It s got
to a point now that it comes across as bullshit
that it doesn t feel real anymore For years it s
been the backbone of Malaysian tourism and
going back to what Veena was saying earlier
compared with other countries we do have it
a lot better But it s still not what s being sold
really It s also not what it once was either
Veena And that s the sad thing — it snot

what it was

Gavin We got along a lot better when the
Brits were still here

We had a common enemy to fight against
Right now what is the common goal that
drives us

Veena It should be the development of our sys
tems butwhen we keep on dividing ourselves
then nobody s working —everyonesworking
for either Malaysian Chinese or Malaysian
Indians If only we all would just work for
Malaysians But we have to say it many times
lest people stop believing it

Back to the concern question Everyone has
this we have to be like the west mentality
We are developed because we have Starbucks
— this isnotexactly development We haveto

develop in our own way within our religion
and race but we get slammed down every time
we have a good idea — woah thatswestern
ised It s good to be westernised it s bad to be
westernised I don t want to be westernised
I just want to grow in our own democracy
Democracy is not a western owned idea
Democracy is like Nelson Mendela and Aung
San Suu Kyi
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Mybiggest worry is the mentality of people
and the wrong ambition and if people don t
look outside for ideas so much but within

Malaysia and themselves we could have a re
ally exciting future forMalaysia But everyone
always says if you want to make something
for yourself it s not go overseas and come
back but go overseas and stay there — thats
the onlywayyou ll succeed That s our biggest
problem in terms of brain drain mentality
self esteem As a country we re very proud
and arrogant like Gavin said but as a people
we always slam our own country
Liyana If only there was a balance That s

where culture comes in Kids should be taught
to appreciate our culture

Gavin Malaysia goes out of its way to take
a dump on Malaysia That s what annoys me
Perfect example Yasmin Ahmad s movie
Sepet won awards everywhere else before it
was allowed to be shown here

Liyana They re scared of ruffling feathers
because it s set in such a way that these are
the kotak kotak segregation and this is how
it ll work for the best for certain people
Lesly At the same time there s a bigger

issue in the 21st century Do we even believe
in notions such as nationality patriotism and
what it means to be a Malaysian Personally
for me very seldom do I feel Oh I m a Malay
sian I feel more like a citizen of the world
I m more of a globalised person So I wonder
is it important to make sure that this still goes
on or can we eliminate all of this

Gavin raised an important point Is na
tionalism something you inherit or grow
up with How do you develop the notion
that this is my country
Gavin It s a very important thing But I ve
always been annoyed by the question because
it s one with no real answer What does it

mean to be Malaysian I don t know
Veena We just are We didn t choose to

be

Liyana I ve got a story to tell My first
year at work in Celcom I went to Kota Kina
balu for a Merdeka project We went to this
kampong called Bambangan at the foothills
ofMt Kinabalu to teach them about Merdeka

because they had never celebrated Merdeka
and that was in 2008 9 For the kids to wave
the flag and sing Negaraku — for me itwas
so real to see I felt sad for them but I was

happy there was an effort to introduce that
They felt really happy to sing and understand
that this is my country this is what we do
to be part of it

We have to develop in
our own way within our
religion and race but
we get slammed down
every time we have a
goodidea I don t want
to be westernised I just
want to grow in our own
democracy —Veena
Gavin When you feel pride when some

thing like that happens it s because there s
a connection that s happening And I think
part of the problem is that over the years we ve
all developed a very cynical way of looking at
things It s like the way I reacted to the travel
programme when they were talking about
how everyone gets along In terms of feeling
patriotic feeling proud to be Malaysian it s
got to a point where it s like this love hate
relationship because we know we re not al
ways being told the truth
Liyana If there s even love and hate some

are just apathetic
Gavin Yes there s just indifference Peo

ple have become a lot more concerned with
taking care of No 1 than feeling any kind of
real connection with the country because
over the last 10 years maybe longer as you
get older and wise to the way things work
you realise that things are actually kind of
messed up But you re selling us one thing
and giving us another so how can I feel any
real strong connection with this country I m
supposed to love Why am I supposed to love
this country so much Don t get me wrong
I don t hate this place I live here But to feel
for the country I need to also feel that the
country is taking some steps to have us come
together and I don t feel that it s doing that
There is this divide

Veena What do you mean by the country
The government You
Gavin It involves all of us but it does

start with the government It has to start
somewhere

Liyana I felt nationalistic as a kid You
know the songs that would come on TV Inilah
Barisan Kita I would sing along
Veena I wonder if the next generation

has patriotism It s a big question in other
countries whether it s good to be patriotic
or not But actually patriotism can lead to
things like war treating refugees really badly

— oh we re letting them take our jobskind
of thing — there s a lotof negativeaspects
to patriotism But what I think is worse is
that right now I m on this thing ofwe must
bring Malaysians home I can see so many
problems — you do work with HIVAIDS
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people and you see all these shelters and
all these things where we don t even need
money We need people and the skill sets to
be fixing these problems It s almost taboo
to even mention that obligation of coming
back because people are like no that s not
how the world works Whereas if more people
came back we could actually establish proper
careers and proper training — we justneed
more people back here I truly believe that s
our answer

The Arab spring and the formation of
South Sudan came from this uprising of
mostly young people who had had enough
of the status quo How has that influenced
your perspective especially on what you
can do to affect change
Lesly I was kind of active I went for a few
rallies the anti ISA rally the recent Bersih
That was the time I felt the most national

istic the most Malaysian I was surprised
—Ithought Chinese people only caredabout

money and safety and they wouldn t come
out of their homes I was really blown away
because almost 30 much higher than the
national percentage of Chinese Malaysians
were there They were all just marching
everyone was very peaceful everyone was
helping each other When the tear gas came
theywere passing salt to strangers Theywere
so united — that s themost united I ve feltas
a Malaysian I always think is there any hope
for politics in this country It s like joining
the devil —how are you going to join thedevil
and not be one of them

I was very active Then after a while I real
ised what s the point I m very disheartened
about the whole thing What can I one person
do about it I mean the most I can do about it

is talk about it to my friends discuss about it
spread what I know just share the little that
I know that s it lah

Speaking of the word
Merdeka it usually
means independence
as in being independent
from something I also
interpret is as being
free to think and be
as we are born to be
and fully express our
inner selves be it ugly
beautiful corny oddball
anything at all —Lesly

Liyana For me I have no interest because
I watch them and think they re clowns —this
sidewill say this and the other sidewill say that
it s the same thing But ifyou re in the creative

line you can be the neutral voice Whether
you re in theatre film or music you can use
that art as a vehicle to bring people together
because it s not politically tainted either way
If you re in any kind of arts you can use it to
promote unity without being political If the
movement is big enough —if ourartmovement
brings the rakyat together to be happy with
each other to promote respect all these things

— if it s atacertain volume — maybeitwould
override all the political madness
Lesly Don t you feel that whenever you do

something in the arts to spread the message
most times you re preaching to the converted
People who come for the arts are people who
are there or halfway there
Veena But I can promise you that in an

audience of 30 22 would agree and already
know your ideas but there would be eight
people who think it is interesting It opens
their mind People bring their friends people
try to go for new things There is an impact
but to get an impact that Liyana is looking
for I think we need time
Liyana I m not talking about a huge

impact straight away but collectively For
example someone has done street theatre
in the rural areas

Gavin Also Pete Teo s ISMalaysia short
films

Liyana For example if a few songwriters
promote a song andwe get it on the radio and
we produce a video clip just to push an issue
out collectively it might grow

Veena I think this is amazing Wewere talk
ing about political uprising violence and rallies
and we are suddenly talking about movies and
art I think that s what s really important to
remember —we really areapeacefulsociety

I think we re not so underdeveloped that
we need to resort violence to get anywhere
Like in the Bersih rally it s disappointing
that it resorted to Kuala Lumpur being
shut down I think that one person dying
anyone dying or any violence was completely
unnecessary We should be able to sit down
and have a dialogue about clean elections and
get what we want Things are agreed upon in
other countries and in our country we should
be able to be at that stage We do not need to
resort to violence and if another coalition gets
votes then we have a two party system We
vote them out ifwe don t like them just like
many other countries This is not rocket sci
ence This is not something we re pulling out
of nowhere This is something that happens in
lots of other countries As a developing nation
it is not bad to be focusing towards that

What is your hope for the future for Ma
laysia
Veena In the last two months that I ve been
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back here I ve met so many young people
with great ideas who are at a lost as to where
to put them and my hope for the country is
that we harness this energy from these young
people who are excited about the future We
don t send them overseas and tell them not to

come back we bring them here and celebrate
them forwho they are and for their ideas Our
generation we have so many ideas and if we
harness them we can have a great future
Liyana For me I hope that the future

generations will be colour blind and rich in

culture

Gavin I just hope that we grow up
Lesly Merdeka means more than being

free — free in our thinking and choicesI
don t think people feel that they are free It s
still very controlled which is why people are
moving away I hope the governmentwill un
derstand that there will be trouble initially if
they give people a free choice but in the long
run it will be better for the country Just let
people be and allow them to fully express
themselves 13
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